Cardiac Safety Investigations 10 Years after ICH Guidance E14: Evolving Industry and Regulatory Viewpoints on Evaluation of Proarrhythmic Risk during New Drug Development

The year 2015 marks the 10th anniversary of the release of two ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guidelines that have governed the cardiac safety regulatory landscape, more specifically the proarrhythmic cardiac safety landscape, since their release in May 2005. ICH S7B addresses the non-clinical evaluation of the potential for delayed ventricular repolarisation (QT interval prolongation) by human pharmaceuticals, and ICH E14 addresses the clinical evaluation of QT interval prolongation and proarrhythmic potential for non-antiarrhythmic drugs, with a focus on the Thorough QT (TQT) Study. Our discussions in this paper focus on clinical evaluations.

Although it has been extremely effective in preventing approval of drugs with QT liability without clear characterisation of their proarrhythmic potential, there has been considerable debate about the need for modifying the current regulatory landscape to focus on earlier QT assessment in Phase I clinical pharmacology studies. This paper therefore has several goals. First, the current landscape is reviewed: this is done succinctly since there are already multiple publications in the literature discussing the requirements and consequences of ICH E14 and the associated “Questions and Answers” documents since their release. Second, it reviews various professional society activities and publications in the literature that document the background and motivation for an influential Think Tank meeting held on December 12th, 2014, at the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Headquarters, Silver Spring, MD, USA, which was attended by representatives from industry, academia, and regulatory agencies from multiple countries. Third, it documents the main results of a prospective study entitled “Can early ECG assessment using exposure response analysis replace the Thorough QT Study?” that were presented at that meeting. Finally, it provides a consideration of the potential ramifications of these results in both the short- and long-term evolution of the proarrhythmic cardiac safety landscape.

Current Clinical Cardiac Safety Requirements

Across the last two decades or so, cardiac safety has been a major concern in the development, approval, and marketing of new non-cardiovascular drugs (drugs not intended for a cardiac or vascular indication), with a substantial number of drugs being restricted in their clinical application or withdrawn from the market due to adverse cardiovascular effects. There were 47 instances of post-marketing withdrawal of drugs between 1957 and 2007; 45% of these were due to concerns regarding cardiovascular toxicity. Similarly, 27% of the potential new drug molecules that failed in the pre-clinical phase in the last two decades did so because of cardiovascular toxicity. Consequently, significant attention has been focused on the prospective exclusion of unacceptable cardiovascular risk during drug development. The level of risk that is deemed ‘acceptable’ differs based on the disease for which a drug is being developed, the relative severity of the adverse cardiovascular effects, and the availability of safer alternatives.

Among the possible cardiovascular risk liabilities, the risk of drug-induced torsades de pointes (TdP), a rare but potentially fatal ventricular arrhythmia, has been a major concern for the withdrawal of licensed drugs, accounting for around 26% of drugs withdrawn from the market between 1990 and 2005. This risk was not identified prospectively during the development of these drugs given the relative rarity of these events and the limited number of clinical trial participants studied in the pre-approval period. However, a common thread which subsequently emerged in these cases was their association with prolongation of the QT interval on the surface ECG. Figure 1 provides a highly-stylised representation of the ECG, the QT interval, and QT interval prolongation.

It was also apparent that these occurrences were concentration-related and almost exclusively linked to delayed cardiac repolarisation due to drug-induced inhibition of the rapid delayed-rectifier potassium current (I_{Kr}), which is the main repolarising current in ventricular cardiomyocytes. This I_{Kr} current occurs due to an efflux of potassium ions through the I_{Kr} channel encoded by the human ether-a-go-go-related (hERG) gene, and is therefore also referred to as the hERG channel. It followed, therefore, that the proarrhythmic liability of drugs could be prospectively investigated during drug development by using the QT interval on the surface ECG as a surrogate for their ability to delay cardiac repolarisation. Thus, the current cardiac safety testing paradigm came to be primarily based on the predictive link between drug-induced hERG channel blockade in vitro in preclinical studies, QT interval prolongation on the ECG in clinical trials, and the occurrence of TdP when a subsequently approved drug is used in patients.

Since its implementation in 2005, the TQT Study, which has been the cornerstone of clinical assessment of the potential of non-cardiac drugs to cause TdP, has been very successful. Not a single drug with unanticipated potential for TdP has entered the market since 2005. However, overemphasis of this surrogate marker has important limitations and is believed to have adversely impacted the development of potentially valuable therapeutics and increased the cost of developing safe drugs considerably.
The ICH E14 Guidance

In 1997, the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products (CPMP) of the European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA, now the European Medicines Agency [EMA]) was the first to issue a regulatory document that highlighted the association between QT prolongation and the increased risk of TdP, and proposed making drug-induced QT prolongation a definitive aspect of cardiac safety testing. This document gave the impetus for deliberation between regulatory agencies, cardiologists, pharmacologists, and statisticians that ultimately resulted in the formulation and release of ICH E14 in 2005.

The TQT study for an investigational drug is usually a blinded, randomised study with four treatment arms – two treatment arms of the investigational drug (the proposed therapeutic dose and a supra-therapeutic dose), a negative control treatment arm (placebo), and an active positive control treatment arm (usually moxifloxacin). The TQT study is designed with the objective of identifying the drug’s effect on the QT interval, with a mean placebo-adjusted QTc (QT adjusted for heart rate) prolongation of ≥5 milliseconds (msec) or a one-sided 95% upper confidence interval of ≥10 msec indicating a QT prolongation risk.

ICH E14 recognises that there can be considerable variability in QT measurement. This is particularly relevant when the threshold of regulatory concern is small i.e., a mean QT prolonging effect of 5 msec. High reader variability also contributes to large within-subject and between-subject variability in QT interval, which in turn increases the calculated sample size of a TQT study. Central ECG laboratories, necessarily, have stringent quality control processes and can maintain high standards of ECG data quality. The ICH E14 guidance, therefore, recommends that ECGs should be read in a central laboratory by a small group of trained readers blinded to treatment, time, and participant identifiers to maintain consistency in QT measurement and to prevent reader bias. Methodological rigour is therefore a critical component of drug-induced QT prolongation evaluation, a key point that will be emphasised in a different setting in due course.

Since the implementation of the ICH S7B and E14 guidelines in 2005, the FDA’s QT-Interdisciplinary Review Team (QT-IRT) has reviewed and provided advice on over 400 TQT study protocols and over 250 new drug application (NDA) submissions, as well as proposals for ECG monitoring and TQT study waivers. An assessment of the FDA regulatory decisions database for TQT studies between 2006 and 2013 revealed that 46 drugs out of the 205 NDA submissions were identified as QT prolonging drugs. Of these 46 drugs, 41 drugs were approved with appropriate labelling restrictions such as QT-related Boxed Warnings, Contraindications and Precautions, as well as descriptions in adverse reactions, drug interactions, over-dosage, and clinical pharmacology sections of the package insert. Thus, the TQT regulatory approach has made drug safety labelling pertaining to potential cardiac proarrhythmic risk more objective and informative. The most important measure of the success of this approach undoubtedly has been the fact that no new drug approved for marketing after 2005 has been withdrawn due to an increased risk of TdP or sudden cardiac death due to arrhythmias.

One of the limitations of the present ICH S7B-E14 paradigm, however, is that while all drugs which produce TdP prolong the QT interval, not all drugs which block hERG or prolong the QT cause TdP. The current emphasis on hERG/QT prolongation does not take into consideration a compound’s effects on other cardiac ion channels which may mitigate proarrhythmic risk. The ICH S7B/E14 approach could have unnecessarily eliminated older drugs like verapamil, which is a potent hERG blocker and prolongs the QT, but is not proarrhythmic due to its effects on calcium currents. Thus, while the current conservative regulatory approach will no doubt protect against the introduction of drugs which may cause TdP, it relies on imperfect surrogates and does not truly assess proarrhythmic risk.

An adverse consequence of this hERG-TQT regulatory approach has therefore been that the development of a large number of valuable drugs may have been terminated by risk-averse sponsors at an early stage due to perceived proarrhythmic risk. De Ponti estimated that as many as 60% of new molecular entities developed as potential therapeutic agents have been abandoned early in development for I Kr blocking liability. This is also supported by the trend of positive TQT studies, which has shown a decline from 60% in 2005 to 10% in 2012, implying that many companies are probably abandoning a drug candidate with a pre-clinical signal of QT liability due to concerns that the drug would encounter significant challenges and regulatory hurdles at later stages of drug development. This raises legitimate questions on the impact of these guidelines on the promotion of public health, which, along with the protection of public health, is an equally important goal of regulatory authorities.

Cost is an important factor that has influenced sponsors’ approach to TQT studies. The need for conducting a TQT study for all drugs at the current cost of US$2-3 million, regardless of their pre-clinical effects on the I Kr channel, is seen as a major financial burden, especially for pharmaceutical start-ups. The likely therapeutic dose of the study drug is usually decided at the end of Phase II. The supra-therapeutic dose to be studied in a TQT study depends on plasma concentration levels seen in patients with hepatic or renal failure or with metabolic inhibitors. As this information is usually available only by the end of Phase II, TQT studies for most drugs conducted to date have been conducted just prior to Phase III clinical development. The need to conduct the TQT study in late Phase II or early Phase III means that substantial costs are incurred even before the TQT
study is planned, and having to abandon a drug at this late stage could be financially challenging, justifying the adoption of a ‘fail early, fail cheaply’ strategy by many pharmaceutical companies.

The Early QT Assessment Strategy
To facilitate early internal decision making on the viability of continued development of drug candidates, many large pharmaceutical companies started collecting robust QTc data in early-phase single ascending dose (SAD) and multiple ascending dose (MAD) studies by incorporating the elements of rigorous ECG collection and analysis utilised in TQT studies. These SAD and MAD studies often explore the highest concentrations ever tested in humans. While these studies are not statistically powered to detect a small QT change, robust ECG assessment in these studies can sufficiently improve the power to provide useful predictive information on clinically important QT liability, and hence inform critical go/no-go decisions or the timing of the TQT study.

Additionally, characterisation of the concentration-QT relationship has become an important component of regulatory review of TQT studies since 2008. This evaluation can be used in these early studies which, as just noted, often explore the highest concentrations ever tested for a drug candidate in humans, and also collect pharmacokinetic (PK) information that can be correlated with ECG data. The collective experience over the last several years has shown that PK/QTc modelling making full use of paired PK and QTc data across a wide range of plasma concentrations improves the precision in estimating the QTc effect, and several published examples have shown concordance of Phase I PK/QTc modelling with TQT study results.

FDA/CSRC Co-sponsored Think Tank, 2012
As a result of all these deliberations, in February 2012 the Cardiac Safety Research Consortium (CSRC) held a Think Tank meeting at FDA Headquarters to discuss the various options for improving the confidence in QT assessment in early clinical development, and to assess circumstances under which such ‘early QT assessment’ could replace the TQT study. This meeting discussed the FDA’s perspective and industries’ experience in using concentration-effect modelling for assessing a drug’s effect on the QTc interval. The meeting also considered alternative approaches to demonstrate assay sensitivity in early clinical trials, such as autonomic manoeuvres and food effects, as well as quality criteria based on intra-subject variability and inter-baseline stability. These deliberations were aimed at potentially moving the definitive assessment of QTc prolongation from the end of Phase II into early in Phase I clinical development, thus allowing for informed decision-making at an early phase of the clinical drug development timeline. This would decrease resources expended on a separate TQT study by ‘piggybacking’ the QT assessment onto studies.
To explore the validity of the early QT assessment strategy, a collaboration between the Consortium for Innovation and Quality in Pharmaceutical Development (IQ)5,6 and the CSRC was formed in 2013. The IQ-CSRC group designed a clinical study in healthy participants to determine whether the QT study could be replaced by robust ECG monitoring and exposure-response (ER) analysis of data generated from First-in-Human (FIH) SAD studies.8 The ‘IQ-CSRC Prospective Clinical Phase 1 Study’ is a three-period, third-party blinded, randomised, placebo-controlled study in 20 healthy participants conducted in a design similar to a SAD Phase I study, with the primary objective being to estimate the effect of the drugs on the QTc interval using ER analysis. Six marketed drugs with well-characterised QT effects were selected for the evaluation, including five “QT-positive” drugs and one “QT-negative” drug. The QT-positive drugs were ondansetron, quinine, dolasetron, moxifloxacin, and dofetilide: the QT-negative drug was levocetrizine.

The QT-positive drugs were chosen after discussions with FDA. Selection criteria included a drug’s toxicity profile (did it allow ethical administration of the drug to healthy participants?), lack of substantial heart rate effect, and the degree of QTc prolongation. The lower dose utilised on Day 1 was recommended by the FDA, and is meant to achieve a mean placebo-change, change-from-baseline QTc (ΔΔQTc) of 9–12 msec. A higher dose, expected to result in ΔΔQTc of around 15-20 msec, was given on Day 2. The higher dose was chosen to mimic a typical SAD study. In addition to similarity with a SAD design, the higher dose was intended to increase the precision of the slope of the estimated ER model when data from the two dose levels were pooled. ECG recording, processing, and analysis were performed using rigorous methods as currently used in TQT studies.

It was agreed ahead of time that if the results of the study were to show a positive QT-prolonging effect (upper bound of QTc change from baseline ≥10 ms at mean Cmax) by concentration-effect modelling (CEM) for all five “QT-positive drugs,” and additionally excluded a QTc effect for levocetrizine (the negative control drug), it would be deemed to have met its objective successfully.5,6

Results of the IQ-CSRC Study
Twenty healthy participants were randomised to a three-period crossover study design, where they received three of the six study drugs or placebo in an incomplete block design that resulted in each study drug being administered to nine subjects and placebo being administered to six subjects in separate periods.

Results showed that the upper bound of the 90% confidence interval (CI) of the mean predicted placebo-adjusted QTc change from baseline geometric Cmax with all five QT-positive drugs exceeded 10 msec, and that the slope of the ER model was positive for all of these five drugs. In contrast, the upper bound for levocetrizine (the negative control drug) was less than 10 msec even when a single dose comprising six times the therapeutic dose was administered.

Using data from nine participants in each group treated with the study drug and six participants receiving placebo, the means (90% CI) of the predicted ΔΔ QTcF at geometric Cmax were as follows: 9.5 msec (7.2, 13.5) for ondansetron; 9.8 msec (6.7, 17.3) for quinine; 6.8 msec (3.4, 11.6) for dolasetron; 11.7 msec (10.6, 17.9) for moxifloxacin; 11.3 msec (6.1, 14.6) for dofetilide; and 2.0 msec (-2.6, 6.0) for levocetrizine.

While two participants received placebo in a crossover design in this study, FIH studies usually do not involve a crossover placebo period. After excluding these two participants, results for seven participants who had received the study drug or placebo in a parallel design were similar.

While the study does serve as proof-of-concept, it has limitations and raises some concerns.55

1. Clinically relevant plasma concentrations of the drug and its metabolites are usually not known in early-phase clinical development. Doses tested may sometimes be lower than the eventual therapeutic doses.
2. Choice of ECG time points is limited by lack of knowledge of the pharmacokinetics of the parent drug and metabolites.
3. SAD studies may be too short to detect delayed effects. There is a need to demonstrate retrospectively that relevant concentrations and time points were studied.
4. The absence of a positive control to verify assay sensitivity in the proposed early-phase QT studies raises concerns about the risk of false negatives, i.e., the study excludes a QT effect for a drug that has one.
5. ER modelling is not standardised and the results can be operator- and model-dependent.
6. The utility of this approach using challenging compounds remains to be evaluated. This includes drugs with prominent effects on heart rate, drugs that affect QT by mechanisms other than hERG channel blockade, drugs with slow elimination, and drugs with poor tolerability.
7. Drugs with long half-lives of the parent drug or active metabolites may need to be studied in MAD studies. The IQ-CSRC study did not address the design or analysis required in MAD studies.

Implications of these Results for the Near- and Long-term Future of Cardiac Safety Assessment
There has been some discussion in recent publications on replacing the TQT by incorporating robust ECG monitoring during early Phase 1 studies.56,57 The successful outcome of the IQ-CSRC study has already triggered discussions
on whether a similar approach could serve regulatory agencies, who may now accept this as an alternate path to replace the TQT study. It is believed that the ICH E14 Discussion Group activities for 2015 will include a review of the data from the IQ-CSRC study, as well as drug development programmes with ECG data from both SAD and MAD studies and thorough ECG studies. The group is also expected to reflect upon the role of a positive control in ECG assessment. If these discussions lead to a change in regulatory position, this could be addressed by an updated “Question & Answers” document or revision to the ICH E14 Guideline itself.

Should this occur, however, it would not involve a considerable reduction in the amount of rigorous clinical QT assessment needed; it would simply transfer the intense ECG collection and analysis activity from TQT studies to early-phase studies. Methodological rigour would be equally as critical a component of QT evaluation in early-phase investigation as it has been for TQT studies. Based on the authors’ recent experience, the average number of ECGs in a typical TQT study is approximately 10,000. A typical FIH SAD study has six to eight dose groups with eight participants in each group. The number of time points would be comparable to a TQT study (approximately 12 time points). In most TQT studies, triplicate ECGs are acquired at each of these time points. Based on these assumptions, the number of ECGs projected in a typical SAD study would be estimated to average around 2000-2500. Although these calculations are based on the assumption that triplicate ECGs are recorded at each time point, it should be recalled that 10 replicate ECGs were recorded at each time point in the IQ-CSRC early clinical phase QT study discussed in this paper. Several replicate ECGs are recorded at each time point to decrease the between- and within-subject variability in placebo-adjusted change from baseline in the QTc interval. A previous study has shown that increasing the replicate number of ECGs beyond four results in a progressive decline in benefit. The ideal number of replicate ECGs that would be required in ECG-intensive SAD studies requires further research.

Typically, SAD/MAD studies outnumber TQT studies by far due to attrition at various stages of drug development related to safety or efficacy concerns. The clinical trials registry of the United States National Library of Medicine has 373 SAD/MAD studies registered in the three year period 2010-2012. In the corresponding period, 46 TQT studies were registered on the website. A review of the clinical pharmacology studies conducted by a large pharmaceutical company during a recent three-year period likewise showed a yearly average of three TQT studies and 24 SAD/MAD studies. Therefore, assuming that there will be eight times as many SAD/MAD studies as TQT studies, that conservatively 50% of these will be ECG-intensive, and the number of ECGs in each such early-phase study will be 25% of those in a TQT study (2500 ECGs vs. 10,000 ECGs), the number of ECGs for which sponsors will need to obtain central reading will essentially remain similar to the number required at current TQT study volumes. One option that some sponsors may choose in some cases is to collect high-quality ECG data in SAD/MAD studies, store the digital ECGs, but defer centralised analysis until later phases of development, by when it will be clear whether or not there are other safety issues and whether or not the preliminary efficacy data seem favourable.

For the initial years until consensus, experience, and confidence develop, and guidelines are amended and accepted in all major regulatory regions, it is possible that sponsors may be encouraged or choose to do both ECG-intensive early-phase studies and TQT studies. Thorough ECG studies may still be needed when the sponsor does not accept evidence of an ECG effect in SAD/MAD studies, regulators do not accept lack of evidence of an ECG effect in SAD/MAD studies, or when either/both parties believe that effects in SAD/MAD studies need further characterisation.

A limitation that the early-phase QT evaluation approach shares with the thorough ECG study is that it continues to rely on an imperfect surrogate for predicting proarrhythmic risk. It is hoped that in the longer term this would be addressed by the ongoing efforts to develop the Comprehensive in vitro Proarrhythmia Assay (CIPA), a new preclinical cardiac safety paradigm to directly assess proarrhythmic risk using a combination of non-clinical in vitro and in silico models. This will be complementary to clinical ECG assessment, which will continue to be important.

This is an exciting time for the cardiac safety world. Though the past response to the issue of QT liability and drug-induced TdP has been over-engineered and resource-intensive, it has worked well, albeit with the unintended consequence of higher attrition of potentially valuable drugs. The proposed modifications of the cardiac proarrhythmia safety paradigm seek to build on this success while addressing some of the limitations of the current strategy of proarrhythmic risk assessment. This is likely to trigger a change from an environment in which a dedicated TQT study is conducted in later phases of clinical development to an intensive ECG evaluation in the early phase of drug development using existing FIH studies. ECG evaluation will thus continue to remain an important tool to assess proarrhythmic cardiac safety.
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